Asklepieion (ə-skle-pe-ən)

Asklepieion is a word derived from the name of Aesculapius, the Greek god of medicine and healing. Aesculapius was honored and worshipped throughout the Greek world by persons seeking the healing powers of the physician. Temples were erected in honor of Aesculapius near healing springs or high mountains. Those who worshipped him were known as Aesculapiacs. Therefore, the temples in his honor were known as Aesculapions (Asklepieions).

In the ancient city of Memphis, on the Nile River, there was a temple where people went for worship and for care. In our own city of Memphis, on the Mississippi River, people come to our Asklepieion for healing and care.

Bill Robinson,
Vice Chancellor Emeritus, Student Affairs
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2009 Asklepieion Staff

Allied Health Sciences

Jacquie Barnes  Julie Bead  Ashley Chamberlain  Jennifer Charles  Chelsey Crawford  Natalia Jones  Lynn Scott

Dentistry

Cynthia Dominici

Graduate Health Sciences

Sibylle Tavers

Rebecca Glatt

Crystal Hosenrieder

Flora Paulos

Nursing

Heather Cunningham

Pharmacy

Stacy Hines-Dowell

Megan Riddle

Yan Pham

Jennifer Stello

Social Work

Jessica Credeva

Crystal Watson

Year in Review

Election Year

Barack H. Obama became the 44th President of the United States.

As the presidential election heated up, students, faculty and staff gathered in the GEB to discuss the presidential candidates' health care plans with both Democratic and Republican state representatives.

Wacky Weather

On Saturday, February 28, 2009, Memphis experienced its biggest snowfall in 40 years. More than 5 inches of snow covered the campus.

The very next weekend, the temperature reached near-record highs.
Year in Review

Serving the Community

The UTHSC food drive that benefited the Mid-South Food Bank was just one of many ways the university reached out to the community this year. The campus-wide donations weighed in at 2,631 pounds of food which equated to 1,865 meals.

We want our MTV!

Medicine student Brad Postlewaite (left) was featured in a MTV production titled "$5 Cover." The project was produced by Memphis filmmaker Craig Brewer, (right) known for his films "The Poor and The Hungry," "Hustle and Flow," and "Black Snake Moan." "$5 Cover" focused on Memphis musicians including Brad and his band Snowglobe.

Fun in the sun

UTHSC acquired use and maintenance of Forrest Park from the City of Memphis. Students enjoy a game of volleyball in the green oasis in the middle of campus.

Bookstore Facelift

2009 brought a complete renovation of the UTHSC bookstore at the previous Rocky Top location.

Food Break!

UT Plaza Dining held its grand opening this year. Located in the Madison Plaza, the new eatery added Einstein Bros. Bagels, Madison Café and Mondo Subs to lunch-time and study-break options.

Construction Zone

Construction continued on the UT-Baptist Research Park with major progress on the new Pharmacy building and the Regional Bioc containment Laboratory.
In 1980, the SGAEC established the Imhotep Society, a campus organization to recognize students who, because of their service and leadership, have significantly contributed to student life on campus. It recognizes that many student leaders, in performing their functions and assignments, may have sacrificed high academic accomplishment and thus did not receive recognition through those organizations that traditionally honor students for high academic and clinical achievement. The society was named after the ancient Egyptian god of medicine Imhotep.

Cheryl Scheid, PhD, SGAEC Advisor and Vice Chancellor for Academic, Faculty, and Student Affairs, was the recipient of the 2008 Imhotep award signifying outstanding service to students. Paul Tammaro, 07-08 SGAEC President, presented the award.

Events sponsored by this year’s council include:

5 O’Clock Friday in September
Scary Sundae in October
Treats for the annual Flu Shot Day known as Boo Flu in October
Blood Drive in November
Two pizza study breaks in December
5 O’Clock Friday in January
Sweetheart Sundays in February
"How to be Safe, Mind, Body, and Soul" student forum in February
Blood Drive in February
Memphis Redbirds Night in April
Student Appreciation Day in April
Excellence in Teaching Awards

One of the most prestigious awards a faculty member can win is the SGAEC Excellence in Teaching Award. The winning recipients are nominated by the students of the various colleges. Each year, two faculty members from each college receive awards (College of Social Work receives one award). The recipients receive a plaque, a $2,500 stipend, and public recognition at the SGAEC Banquet, college convocations and commencement ceremonies.

Allied Health Sciences
- Susan S. McDonald
- John D. Boudreaux, Jr., PhD
- Sandra Medobuhwana

Graduate Health Sciences
- Robert H. Hatch, DDS
- J. Carolyn Grill, PhD
- Gregg Mitchell, MD

Nursing
- Gana P. Warr
- Jennifer Edwards
- Brenda McPherson, PhD

Pharmacy
- Barry M. Owen, DDS
- J. Aubrey Warr, PhD, DPharm

Social Work
- Vicki M. Parke, PhD
- David A. Da, PhD

Presenters
- Brenda Ward, Allied Health Sciences
- John Overton, Dentistry
- Rebecca Glad, Stella Nwosuji and Alyssa Bolen
- Graduate Health Sciences
- Yvonne Morris, Medicine
- Nic Pierce, Nursing
- Carol White, Pharmacy
- Ashley Mitchell, Social Work

Student Organizations

Baptist Collegiate Ministry

Black Student Association

Christian Medical & Dental Association
The Office of Campus Recreation is the focal point for recreational opportunities at the UTHSC. Physical activity plays a vital role in the development and the maintenance of a healthy, well-adjusted individual.

Our diverse programs in Fitness & Wellness, Instructional Programs, and Intramural Sports help us provide participants with life long activities to help individuals in their quest to enjoy life to its fullest.
Instructional Programs

The Instructional Programs of Campus Recreation provide opportunities for students, faculty, and staff to participate in common activities around the world. Our goal is to provide an enjoyable and worthwhile experience with indoor activities. These skills can be transferred to our personal lives giving you the ability to dance, overcome fears, and become more active in a variety of activities.

Intramural Sports

The mission of the Intramural Sports Program is to provide our students, faculty, staff, and their spouses with a variety of recreational opportunities in team, dual, and individual sports. The program exists to help students relieve stress, interact with students from other classes, get exercise, and introduce students to lifetime recreational activities.
Campus Recreation

Intramural Sports

Campus Recreation

Fitness & Wellness

The Fitness and Wellness Program of Campus Recreation offers many opportunities to enhance your personal health and wellness. Programs are designed to assist you in a variety of wellness-related topics including healthy eating, cardiovascular exercise, strength training, weight, stress, time management, and personal health issues.
The Vice Chancellors

Kennard D. Brown, JD, MPA, PhD
Executive Vice Chancellor

Cheryl R. Scheid, PhD
Academic, Faculty and Student Affairs

Linda Garceau-Luiz, MBA, MA
Development and Alumni Affairs

Anthony A. Ferraro, CPA, MAS
Finance and Operations

Michael R. Caudle, MD
Health Affairs and Government Relations

Leonard R. Johnson, PhD
Research

The Mission of the UTHSC

The Health Science Center aims to improve human health through education, research, clinical care and public service. The UT Health Science Center campuses include colleges of Allied Health Sciences, Dentistry, Graduate Health Sciences, Medicine, Nursing and Pharmacy. Patient care, professional education and research are carried out at hospitals and other clinical sites across Tennessee. Endowed professorships, Research Centers of Excellence, and continuing relationships with research and health care facilities across Tennessee ensure that both basic science and applied research stay focused on contemporary health topics.
Student Organizations

Academic, Faculty & Student Affairs
Back row, left to right:
Chanchai McDonald, PhD;
Diana Johnson, PhD;
Cheryl Scheid, PhD, vice chancellor;
and Brenda Deane

Front row, left to right:
Jeddie Maxwell, Connie Burke,
Sharon Richardson and Cindi Morrow

Back row, left to right:
Cedric Woodson, Dan Houlden, Willie House and Ralph Andrews Jr.

Front row, left to right:
Fonda Frachia, Marjie Rodgers and Regina Sims

Bookstore
Left to right: Julie Foster, Alexander Uhmann,
Bobbie Baldwin and LaRanda Smith
Not pictured: Erica Wayne and Bridget Barr

Chartwells Dining Services
Back row, left to right: Nikki Alexander, Kellie Williams, Chadwick Alexander,
Marquez Robinson, Eric Funk, Linda Dodd, Ricky Anderson and Renee Davis

Front row, left to right: Chevell Jones, Kanika Willett, Marcus Hicks, Fletcher Ferguson and Qusan Anderson

Not pictured: Tiara Woods, Sheila Jones, Matthew Harro, James Neal, Barbara Patton,
Debra Lescallier, Amanda Davis,
Vanessa Robinson, Jessie Rodgers,
Richard Clevs and Barbara Whitney

Bursar's Office
Back row, left to right:
Felicia Christian, Byron Porter and Nadii Hussey

Front row, left to right:
Shirley Mormon, Deborah Williams,
Gwen Campbell, bursar,
Toya Polk and Brenda Shaw

Computer Lab
From left: Chandra Johnson,
IT lab manager, and Chris Jones, student worker.

Copy Connection
Rita Justice

The University of Tennessee Health Science Center
Student Support Services

GEB Staff

Back row, left to right: Hurby Franks, Marge Smith, Jeff Herod, Carol Mason, Marsha Elliott, Steve Butler, Julie Sutch and Jane Morgan

Seated, left to right: Tim Florence, Gerri Whiting, Betty Massey, Ronald Davis, Neal Smith, B. K. Saha and Arma White

Not pictured: Steve Ellett

Institutional Research & Educational Technology

Left to right: Ian Brooks, PhD; Tee Viangveeravat, PhD; Chanchai McDonald, PhD, associate vice chancellor Somcha Vuthipadadth, PhD; Nathan Narupanitakul and Emir Kaucu

Not pictured: Anoninthapapi, Be Schell and Keitsa Houston

Library

Front row, left to right: Mary Williams, Maggie White, Brenda Clark, Lin Wu, Jennifer Watson, Wanda Booker-Wade, Carolyn Polk and Gloria Harris

Back row, left to right: Robert Mitchell, Richard Nolan, Dr. Thomas Singarella, director, Robert Sr. Clair, Valerie Hudson, David Armbruster and Matt Grayson

Not pictured: Grwadoyn D. Jackson, Brenda F. Green, Alonso Graves, Paris Whiten, Zachary Fox, Deborah Powell, Akia Wells, Jacqueline Wedginton, Delores Johnson, Beatrice Johnston, Bernice Richardson, Ron Sommer, Alicia Sander, Rosanne Turner, Jason Isby and William Dedwayer

Student Support Services

Student Academic Support Services (SASS)

Standing, left to right: Kathy Gibbs and Constance Tucker

Seated, left to right: Laurie Brooks and Kimberly Quinsey

Student Affairs

Back row, left to right: Paula Welcher, Bonnie Vandergriff, John Lewis, Matt Sanchez, Laurie Bradshaw, Ron Patterson, Martha Bowman and Paulette Moore

Middle row, left to right: Kimberly Ambrose, Andrea Jordan, Leysa Purnell, Taijaana Nickelberry, Cindy Stanley and Jim Pruett

Front row, left to right: William Lono, Sheynah Craft, Salah Khalifa and Julia Hill

Student Alumni Center Staff

Left to right: Lynn Ivy and Linda Patterson

The University of Tennessee Health Science Center
Student Support Services

Student Housing
Standing, left to right: Marie Eldridge, Charles Carpenter, Lisa Bell
Seated: June Floyd, director

Student Life
Left to right: Emily Barnes, Dan Houlden and Liz Roemer

University Health Services
Back row, left to right: Vada Singleton, Evelyn Lewis, Carolyn Springfield-Harvey, Dr. Lawrence Madlock, Traci Thompson, Mindy Rogers and Judith Ammons
Seated, left to right: Dr. Peggy Veaser, director, Christa Deiss, Dr. Allesa English, Sharon Martin and Julia Watson

Campus Police and Parking Services

Mary Askew
Business Manager

Lue Ida Walls-Upchurch
Chief

Reno Greganti
Deputy Chief

Thaddeus Johnson
Commander

Bruce Holden
Lieutenant

Charles Garteleus
Investigator

Wanda Thompson
Key Control

Beverly Avis
Sergeant, Specialist

Marilyn Knolls
Parking

The University of Tennessee Health Science Center
College of Allied Health Sciences

Dental Hygiene (continued)

Marcia Lewis, Urban Smile Coordinator
Elen Reid-Morgan
Ashlie Seible
Elizabeth Thomas

Health Informatics and Information Management

Rebecca B. Reynolds, EdD
Chair (Interim)
Elizabeth D. Bowman
Mary Magee
Professor Emeritus
David A. Rosenfeld, PhD
Marcia Shap

Occupational Therapy

Lawrence W. Faulkner, Chair (Interim)
Rosemary Rusinski
Susan McDonald
Aimee Mitchell
Ann H. Nolen, PsyD
Lisa Tekell

Physical Therapy

Beverly H. Connolly, PT, DPT, EdD, FAPTA, Chair
Susan Appling
Joey Cliff
Ann Colboz
Richard Kaiser, PhD
Carol Likens, PhD

Dental Hygiene

Susan J. Cron, PhD, Chair
Kathleen DeColibus, DDS
Gwendolyn B. Holder-Ballard, EdD
Ken Hopkins, DDS
Veronica Homon, Admin-Registrar Admin-Registrar
Andrea Johansson

Clinical Laboratory Sciences

Wyomen Hicks
Kathy Konewski
Patty Liddell
Shelby W. Pilcher, PhD

Allied Health Sciences
Supporting our community

Physical Therapy students traveled to Jackson, Tenn. to assist Union University after a tornado devastated their campus.

Cytology students warm up before the Heart Walk 2008.

Allied Health Sciences students add finishing touches to a home built by Habitat for Humanity.

2010 & 2011 DPT classes donated a Wii game system to Le Bonheur Children's Hospital.

Supporting our campus

2008-2009 College of Allied Health Sciences
Student Government Association

Students of Allied Health Sciences come together to celebrate Allied Health Week and to assist the college in recruiting.
Master of Cytopathology Practice

CLASS OF 2009

Aleenia Scott
President

Rezvahnea Parsa
Honor Council Representative

Keysha Ray
Secretary/Treasurer

Michael Wiggins
Social Chair Representative

John Lake
Vice-President

ITreasurer

~

Nakita C. Jones
President

Chasity N. Hopson
Honor Council

Dominique L. Chaney
Vice-President, Intramurals

Laritha D. Boone
Vice-President

Lia A. Whitmire
Vice-President, Social Affairs

Kiplin S. Baer
Honor Council, Alternate

Erika N. White

Tiffany N. Reese

"It's not what you're going through, it's what you're going to!"

Melissa R. Henderson

Melodi D. Nathan

Rebekah R. Neely

HEalth Informatics & Information Management

Allied Health Sciences - Health Informatics & Information Management

Allied Health Sciences - Cytotechnology
Graduates of Dental Hygiene

Kimberly Baugh
Brittany Bryson
LaToya Shemia Butler
Ashley Michelle Bayer
Sarah Martin Currie

Elizabeth Diffee
Carla Dunn
Raeann Dunn
Shelly Folis
Christy A. Foster

Hilawit Gebresellassie
Kristin Olivia Griffin
Anna Marie Harvell
Cameron Huffman
Jennie L. Hughes

Class of 2009

Tiffany LeAnn Johns
Cassie Marie Jones
Blair Leppert
Brandi Looefel
Mindy Long

Stacy Magistoc
Lyndsie Mayfield
Caroline McDaniel
Ashley Meyer
Ashley Rene'e Sands

Amy Marie Steverson
Karosasia Suttle
Sarah Youngett
Thao Trinh

Allied Health Sciences - Dental Hygiene
Dental Hygiene Class of 2010

Top Row
Meredith Melvin, Staci Craig, Whitney Howerton, Margaret Wallace, Hallie Micci
Bottom Row
Chelsey Crawford, Danielle Owen, Sarah Yi, Angela Bach

Angela Bach
Sharon Chase
Amber N. Clemens
Hannah Cohn
Staci Craig
Chelsey Crawford

Kristin Davis
Suzan M. Edmiston
Sarah Evans
Rachel Hamilton
L Whitney Howerton
Anna M. Jones

Jenna Leppert
Jill Leppert
Jessica Lindley
Zakia Mamoon
Toni M. Mascari
Meredith Lynn Melton

Hallie Micci
Holli Nelson
Chau T. Nguyen
Tien Nguyen
Danielle Owen
Lindsey Post

Libby Danielle Roberts
Sarah Shapley
Megan Straw
Jamie Trowbridge
Margaret Wallace
Sarah Yi

Master of Dental Hygiene

Laura Buss
Elizabeth Carr
Rachel Ennis
Ruth Gibson
Wendi Hubey
Andrea Johnson
Eva Masters

Marilee McCaughney
Kim Myers
Kim Nguyen
Kemaly Parr
Tammy Sheldon
Jordan Williams
Candace Zarbock
Masters of Occupational Therapy Class of 2009

The Occupational Therapy classes are comprised of students at the UT Memphis campus and students at the UT Chattanooga campus.
Master of Occupational Therapy

Shari Butler
Jennifer Chartier
Ashley Classel
Ellen Coia
Heather Compton
Kristen Cross

Emily Davis
Kendra Dawson
Ashley Flowers
Kendal Frazier
Melissa Graham
Dori Gregory

Daniel Holdoman
Courtney Horn
Cassie Jones
Britney King
Alissa Lee
Carol Lomas

Amiee Manis
Abby McCraver
Jessie McHan
Parris Montague
Jennifer Peet
Jonna Ploenz

Doha Sa'Mushkod
Cody Stovall
Kelly Thill
Hillary Throgmorton
Charles Turner
Talli Vance
Master of Occupational Therapy

Kelly Bruce
Kyle Compton
Josh Collins
Lauren Ferguson
Mary Garrison

Eris Garcia
Carrie Hampton
Misty Hanks
Enid Hodgins
Meghan Huett

Heather Ivey
Krystal Johnson
Lauren Keckowski
Stacey Langford
Natalie Marusa

Matthew Nash
Kathleen Nassal
Ashley Newman
Carolyn Nicholson
Mallory Norris

Mallory Parks
Chelsea Roseberry
Margaret Roy
Natalie Sims
Kevan Smith
DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY

CLASS OF 2009

Alessi Adams
Jacquie Barnes
Shane Barnett
Evel Bowers
Rachel Broag

Joaquin Callis
DE Davis
Laura Davison
Milton Dinkerson
Stephanie Dillon

Katherine Draper
Wendy D’Acquisto
Ditta Feisalbenbein
Becca Goldberg
Mary Ann House

Angie Iacuso
Amy Jan
Jennifer Jon
Laura Jo
Stephanie Lestella

Melissa Lusher
Brad Langley
Krista Lavieille
Joy Lyons
Ennie Mclnally

Hannah Montgomery
Cherlim Morris
Loga Owen
Levin Pack
Lauren Parsons

Kendra Perkins
Jordan Richardson
Danie Robertson
Jodi Bell Roberts
Rachel Segars

Jason Spencer
Shaila Stevens
Kate Stevens
Holly Scott
Caroline Taylor

Hannah Taylor
Kyle Terry
Jennifer Thomas
Jenni Thomas
Cynthia Thomson

Gina Wiggins
Laura Wilson
Cherise Woodard

Allied Health Sciences - Physical Therapy
COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY

Wisdom Coleman, D.D.S.
Associate Dean of Admissions
and Student Affairs

Lloyd George,
D.D.S., M.Ed., J.D.
Associate Dean of Clinical
Affairs

Mark Patters, D.D.S., Ph.D.
Associate Dean of
Academic Affairs

Timothy Hottel,
D.D.S., M.S., M.B.A.
Dean
Orthodontics
Chair - James Vaden, DDS, MS
David Bell, DDS, Jere Crenshaw, DDS, David Crowder, DDS, Cheryl DeWood, DDS, Marlin Grimes, DDS, Edward Harris, MA, PhD, William Parris, DDS, James Powell, DDS, Quinton Robinson, DDS, Walter Sandusky, DDS, Joe Wasson, DDS, Tommy White, DDS, Richard Williams, DDS, Jere Yates, DDS, Amy Carver, Kim Lee, Misty McFall, Melanie Saucier, CPS

Pediatric Dentistry & Community Oral Health
Chair - Billy McCann, DDS
Thomas Fields, DDS, MPH, Mark Scarchez, MS, PhD, Kenneth Caruth, DDS, Alka Cohen, DDS, Martin Donaldson, DDS, Carlton Horbelt, DDS, Vernon Pennington, DDS, Mehdi Sadeghi, DDS, Harry Sharp, DDS, David Redmond, DDS, Ann Smith, DDS, Sandra Grissom, Linda Lester, Naquala Perry, Georgetta Rambert, Glenda Rhea, Tammy Soto, Melissa Woods

Periodontology
Chair - Paul Bland, DMD, MS, PhD
ProDeep: Adatrow, DDS, Les Burkley, DDS, Roger Craddock, DDS, Hien Fry, DDS, James Higgs, DDS, Brenda Fowler, DDS, Michael Godat, DDS, Jerry Jurand, DDS, Jim Kimmelman, DDS, Swati Rawal, BDS, ME, Bryan Schmidt, DDS, Jacob Shiloah, DMD, David Tipton, DDS, PhD, Sidney Stein, DMD, MS, PhD, Jeffrey Wingo, DDS, Lajunaa Woods, Betty Turner, Emma Yates

Dental Research Center
Chair & Associate Dean - Mustafa Dabbous, MS, PhD
Jegdish Babu, BS, MS, PhD, Waldemar DeRijk, DDS, MS, PhD, Michael Palbst, BS, PhD, Edwin Thomas, MS, PhD, David Tipton, DDS, PhD, Kellie Williams, Geraldine Moore, Lena Haney, Nancy Pecora

Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery
Chair - Lawrence Weeda, DDS, MS
Jimmy Albright, DDS, Harry Baddour, DDS, Jeffrey Brooks, DMD, Daniel Burns, DDS, Nello Giaroli, DDS, Marcus Hopkins, DDS, Bruce McCullar, DDS, Taylor Mcguire, DDS, Lawrence McRae, DDS, Richard Meeinks, DDS, Daniel Reaves, DDS, Carl Sebelius, DDS, Kenneth Schenck, DDS, Barrett Sexton, DDS, Robert Smith, DDS, Ronald Staples, DDS, Darren Williams, DDS, Michael Williams, DDS, Trent Wilson, DDS, Beatrice Davis, Tracey Flowers, Mannie Gray, Carolyn Ivy, Candace Robinson, Amy West, Lorraine Wright

Restorative Dentistry
Chair - Russell Wicks, DDS

Biologic and Diagnostic Sciences
Chair - John Covington, DDS
Mark Anderson, DDS, Mary Aubertin, DDS, Eddie Burton, DDS, Jahanzeb Chaudhry, BDS, MDS, James Cohen, DDS, Paul Gregory, DDS, MS, Harry Miner, DDS, Yeshwant Rawal, BDS, MDS, Molly Rosebush, DDS, MS, Robert Smith, DDS, Marjorie Woods, DDS, Sherrill Cole, Robin Gray, Kimberly Sproutls, Lequisha Nicholle Jones, Debbie Monde, Melanie Saucier, Denlores Smith, Frances Wright, Martha Washington, Frances Wright

Endodontics and Operative Dentistry
Chair - Van Humel, DDS
Peter DiFfioro DDS, MS, Kenan Clinton DDS, Pranav Desaid DDS, Edward Mack DDS, Jeffrey Thebus DDS, Adeline Propheete DDS MPH, Robert Smith DDS, Janet Harrison DDS, Ned Alley DDS, Henry Bacon DDS, Bernard Blen DDS, Roland Bondani DDS, Mohdeh Dehghan DDS, Janet Harrison DDS, Roland Bondani DDS, Henry Bacon DDS, Robert Hatch DDS, Wainscott Hollis DDS, Jeff Kalmowicz DDS, Layne Levy DDS, Maurice Lewis DDS, Barry Owens DDS, Llewelyn Powell DMD, Judith Ross DDS, Michael Savage DDS, Robert Scott DDS, Mary Gillihan Higdon DDS, Whit Wills DDS, Robbin Ferrel, Robin Gray
College of Dentistry
Student Government Association

2008-2009 Executive Officers

President: Brennon Glassell
President Elect: Nathaniel Hill
Secretary: Katie Iacon
Treasurer: Brandon Foltz
Editor: Kyle Fagala

The College of Dentistry Student Government Association, or CoDSGA, serves as the collective voice of the students and functions as the local dental student government. It represents the dental college student body to the administration and faculty, dental profession, and the Memphis community. CoDSGA serves as a forum for students from each dental class to work together to promote changes for the betterment of the College.
The American Student Dental Association is a national student-run organization which protects and advances the rights, interests, and welfare of students pursuing careers in dentistry. It represents students with a unified voice and provides information, education, advocacy, and services. The association introduces lifelong involvement in organized dentistry and promotes change for the betterment of the profession.
Class of 2010
MECCA ABDULLAH
AMANDA ADAMS
DOMINIQUE ASHEW
AMY BARFIELD
MELINDA BARTLETT
JEFFREY BATTLES
JOHN BOLING
SARAH BOWEN
JOHN BRANNEN
JOSEPH BROWN
ANGEI.A BURNS
REBECCA CARLISLE
PRESON CARTER
CLINT CONNER
ADAM COOK
JAMES DAVENPORT
ZACHARY DIXON
ROBERT DUNAVANT
DANIEL EDWARDS
VALENTINE EMECHETTE
PHILIP FAUCETTE
NINA FERRELL
ROBERT FERRELL
CANDICE FOSTER
DAVID FOSTER
ASHLEE FRANKLIN
MICHAEL GAMMILL
KARI GANO
EMILY GRIZZLE
JENNIFER HALL
MEGAN HAMBLEN
MADINA HATCHER
DENISE HICKS
NATHANIEL HILL
MATTHEW HILLIS
JONATHAN UHLES
JESSE WELSH
ROBERT WOHRMAN
RAYMOND HOLMES
UGOCHI IKE
ANDREW KIM
JOSHUA KIMREY
ZACHARY LEGAN
KRISTIN LEMAIRE
PHILIP MARSHALL
JEFFREY MATTHEWS
REBECCA MAYALL
ASHLEY MCDONALD
PATTON MINIKIN
PRIMESHI MODI
VALERIE MUKANGA
KATHRYN NEWMAN
CASEY OWEN
SARAH FATE
NISHI PATEL
MELODY PENDLETON
GARREN PETREE
JUSTIN PFEFFER
RYAN PRIOR
MATTHEW RADANT
LESLIE RINGGOLD
AJUSTIN ROBERTS
JACOB SANDLIN
JAMES SEATON
ASHRAFE SHARMA
JOSEPH SHARON
JENNIFER SIMMONS
NATHAN SIMS
CLAIR SPERRY
JOI STALLWORTH
BRADLEY STEWART
KATHRYN SUMNER
PANA TADROS
MATTHEW TEALE
HUNTER THOMAS
RYAN THOMAS
CANDYCE THOMPSON
MATTHEW TILMAN
LAUREN TUCKER
VANCE TUTOR
Dentistry

Dentistry
"The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others."

- Mahatma K. Gandhi

This past summer, Katie found herself at the farthest North American city: Barrow, Alaska. She provided dentistry at the SSMH Barrow Dental Clinic with Indian Health Service.

Indian Health Service (IHS) is a federal health program that serves American Indians and Alaska Natives with locations throughout the U.S.

Many D4's and faculty join forces with other medical professionals to put forth efforts toward R.A.M. (Remote Area Medical) in Huntsville, TN. They provided much needed dental care to a plethora of patients awaiting treatment.

Brenton, Brian, Eric, and Frank participate in a mission trip in the Philippines.

A team filled with willing dental students and dentists find their way on a mission trip to El Salvador.

"No act of kindness, no matter how small, is ever wasted." - Jolene
College of Graduate Health Sciences

The Administration of the College of Graduate Health Sciences

Seated, from left: Patsy Campbell, Administrative Services Assistant; Becky Brown, Assistant Dean for Administration; Janie Van Prooijen, Administrative Aide. Standing, from left: Ed Schneider, PhD, Interim Dean, and Don Thomason, PhD, Associate Dean for Student Affairs.

Student Organizations

Graduate Student Executive Committee

Front row: Ethel Pereira, Veronica Conoley, Connie Cupples. Back row: Zhao Yang, Rebecca Glatt, Dan Wido, Braham Dhillon (president), and Angela Lloyd.

Not pictured: Alyssa Bolen (vice president), Margaret Sperow (Honor Council President), and Tim Sullivan.
Student Organizations

International Society of Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research Student Chapter

First row: Emma Grant, Dr. Shelly White-Meams, Crescent Rowell, Brandi Franklin, Arijit Ganguli, Dr. Song Hee Hong. Second row: Jun Tang, LaMarcus Wingate, Eve Elias, Elisa Giroux, Megan Saalfrank, Dr. Dick Gourley, Lawrence Brown. Third row: Adole Alipeoe, Sias Salvador, Dr. Robert Nolly, Samira Duja, Andy Haygood, Varun Vaidya, Mina Tadrous

BGSA Members out for dinner!
Cory Blackwell, Troylyn Brand, Enita Jones, and Jeri Bryant.
A note about our graduates. Due to the varying times of completion for graduate students, it is very difficult to maintain accurate graduation pictures for the yearbook. Therefore, we have included a list of names in the event their picture was run in a previous year, or will not print until the next issue. We hope this aides in the accuracy of our graduate section.

2008 May GHS Grads

Doctor of Philosophy
Joyce Addo-Atua
Kennard Brown
Dian Jo Byers
Kimberly Grimes
Payal Khandelwal
Sun-Hong Kim
Vishal Lamba
Cynthia Lancaster
Teresa Lu
Belinda Mandrell
Dana Manley
Fazul Ullah Nawazi
Mohammed Nooh
Swaraj Sarva
Jun Shen
Nina Sublette
Mark Tankersley
Jennifer Tidwell
Namrata Trivedi
Ji Zhang
Ziyue Zhang

Master of Science
Michael Agenter
Suzanne Coco
Peter Fischer
Korthe Frederick
Elia Ghaldo
Bharat R. Gogula
Margaret Hastings
George Hill
Beth Kurt
Nan Liao
Surekha Pimple
Jessica Roberson
Daniel Sawle
Chad El Seleybey
Bret Seshul
Daniel Taylor

2008 December GHS Grads

Doctor of Philosophy
Om Anand
Elizabeth Ann Chisman
Shuwei E
Yu Fakuda
Katy Garth
JetWanda Grant
Heather Hall
Kirk Hever
Sarah Kathleen Hill
Sarah Lynn Hanley
Yi Jin
Chad Mine
Mayola Rower
Haoping Yang
Yu Zhao

Master of Science
Nancy Anderson
Runi Chapman
Hana Harim
Abbie Hayes-Hartge
Kartik Iyer
Braden Kimball
Jason Roberson
Elizabeth Sanders
John Simmons
Timothy Sullivan
Afskata Udyanvar
Geneva Vasser
Jason Brett Wilson
Nepal Zufelt
Integrated Program of Biomedical Sciences

Abd El-Saeed, Hossaen
Abdelnasser, Nourain
Andrews, Kelly
Armstrong, Jeremy
Ayers, Katherine
Barker, Elizabeth
Baughman, Brandi
Bogard, Amy
Bolen, Alyssa
Borgon, Robert
Brattingham, Cynthia
Bryant, Jeri
Burnette, Audrey
Chavayanchar Chonis, Sutha

Conley, Veronica
Cresmer, Kevin
Cheng, Jinjun
Clinton, Shoven
Das Gupta, Neeta
Dennis, Stephanie
Dillard, Ericha
Duan, Suo
Durnag, Mitzi
Dwivedi, Nasheer
Elnagdy, Mohamad
Enriquez-Rox, Vanessa
Fabrizio, Thomas
Filipski, Kelly
Fowser, Stephanie
Gao, Peng
Hallet, Miranda
Hansch, Lisa
Hen, Michael
Hoeinga, Collin
Hughes, Joshua
Jain, Sunmeet
Jang, Haeman
Jenner, Jason
Jones, Emilia
Koren, Timothy
Kuepper, Robin
Laflerty, Dennis
Lamb, Vidal
Lancaster, Cynthia
Lattimer, Scott
Li, Jingjing
Liu, Tereza
Liu, Xin
Liu, Zhiyong

Madhu, Chikole
Miller, Chris
Morgan, Jessica
Nagodi, Anuja
Ramy
Naqshbandi, Farzaneh
Narayanan, Damodaran
Nemeth (Wilson), Katie

Oyekami, Adeoluwa
Peacock, Danielle
Percevalle, Rhonda
Perera, Ethel
Phillips, Julie
Phillips, Erin
Podgurski, Michael
Potauchchi, Preven
Richardson, Meikel
Roy, Emily
Ry, Sagni
Sanford, Tyler
Saputra, Jennifer
Shan, Jialei
Shen, Jun
Singh, Harpreet
Sperie, Margaret
Stogelman, Katherine
Taheribhoy, Asad
Taheribhoy, Samina
Takahara, Ryoko
Taylor, Dawn
Timmer, Kristin
Toole, Tara
Torr, Alin
Trickett, Devin
Vesovic, Erin
Walker, Robert

Wang, Xi
Wang, Keith
Widjaja, Linda
Wilks, Samantha
Williams, Kimberly
Yu, Hu
Yu, Shanshan
Yu, Shipeng
Zarela, John
Zhang, Chii
Zhang, Feng
Zhang, Ji
Zi, Guo
Zhuang, Min
Zong, Yang
Nursing, PhD

Pharmaceutical Science
The University of Tennessee Health Science Center

College of Medicine
College of Medicine

Administration

David C. Seiberg, MD
Dean Chattanooga Campus

Steve J. Schwab, MD
Executive Dean
Memphis, Chattanooga, & Knoxville Campuses

James J. Neumann, PhD
Dean Knoxville Campus

Paul C. McNabb, MD
Assistant Dean of Baptist Hospital - Nashville

James Lacey Smith, MD
Associate Dean for Clinical Affairs

J. Timothy Maulbourn, MBA
Associate Dean for Finance and Administration

Robert G. Smith, EdD
Associate Dean for Medical Education

James "Pat" Ryan, PhD
Assistant Dean for Basic Science Curriculum

Susan Browne, MD
Assistant Dean for Clinical Curriculum

Polly A. Hofmann, PhD
Associate Dean for Faculty Affairs

Eugene C. Manglari, MD
Executive Associate Dean for Graduate & Continuing Medical Education

Mary Ann Watson
Assistant Dean for Graduate Medical Education & ACGME Designated Institutional Official

Owen Phillips, MD
Associate Dean for Student Affairs

E. Nelson Smother Jr.
Assistant Dean of Admissions

Gail Beerman, MD
Doctoring: Recognizing Signs & Symptoms

Mel Park, PhD
Gross Anatomy

Ken Nishimura, PhD
Molecular Basis of Disease

Antonio Manina, MD
Pathology

Laura Spraberry, MD
Pathophysiology

Stephanie Connely, MD
Prevention, Community and Culture

Biomedical Sciences Course Directors

James "Pat" Ryan, PhD,
Assistant Dean, Basic Science Curriculum
Microbiology

Gail Beerman, MD
Doctoring: Recognizing Signs & Symptoms

Mel Park, PhD
Gross Anatomy

Ken Nishimura, PhD
Molecular Basis of Disease

William Pulstelli, MD
Neurosciences

Antonio Martiner, MD
Pathology

Laura Spraberry, MD
Pathophysiology

Trevor Swastman, PhD
Pharmacology

Don Thompson, PhD
Physiology

Stephanie Connely, MD
Prevention, Community and Culture
Neurology
Chair: William A. Pulsinelli, MD, PhD

Obstetrics & Gynecology
Chair: Veronica T. Mallett, MD

Neurosurgery
Chair: Jon H. Robertson, MD

Ophthalmology
Chair: Barrett G. Haik, MD

Orthopaedic Surgery
Chair: S. Terry Canale, MD
### Graduate School of Medicine - Knoxville

#### Anesthesiology
- Chairman: J. Butler, PhD, MD
- Director: D. Wever, MD

#### Family Medicine
- Chairman: S. Menon, MD
- Director: R. Craft, MD

#### Pathology
- Chairman: J. Allen, MD
- Director: K. Nowak, MD

#### Radiology
- Chairman: J. Butler, PhD, MD
- Director: D. Wever, MD

#### General Dentistry
- Chairman: D. Williams, DDS
- Director: M. Goodman, DDS

#### Genetics
- Chairman: J. Adams, MD
- Director: K. Martinson, PhD

#### Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery
- Chairman: J. Bailey, MD
- Director: D. Wever, MD

#### Medicine
- Chairman: T. Kosinski, MD
- Director: D. Wever, MD

#### Obstetrics/Gynecology
- Chairman: J. Butler, PhD, MD
- Director: D. Wever, MD

#### Surgery
- Chairman: J. Allen, MD
- Director: K. Nowak, MD

#### Urology
- Chairman: J. Bailey, MD
- Director: D. Wever, MD

#### Pathology
- Chairman: J. Allen, MD
- Director: K. Nowak, MD
UT College of Medicine Chattanooga

Under the direction of Dean David C. Seaberg, MD, CPE, FACEP, the college has been very active during 2008-2009.

One of the highlights was the opening of the Clinical Skills and Simulation Center, which houses the newest technology available in interdisciplinary medical simulation education. The center offers state-of-the-art operating rooms, micro-surgery rooms, and an anatomical study room where residents practice the latest surgical techniques. The center also allows healthcare providers the opportunity to train together to develop team-building skills with four life-like, electronically controlled mannequins: adult SimMan 3G, infant, newborn, and female difficult delivery.

The UT College of Medicine Chattanooga has also made advancements in other areas:

- Two new teleconference rooms were added to increase productivity and increase accessibility to remote areas of the region and state.
- The Chattanooga campus assumed system-wide responsibility for Continuing Medical Education (CME) under the direction of Robert C. Fore, EdD, FACME, CCMEP, associate dean for Academic Affairs and CME, and Sally Ward, MBA, director of CME.
- UTCOMC performed a self-study for reaccreditation by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education.
- Two new initiatives, the Institute for Healthcare Improvement Open School and an Arnold Gold Humanism Honor Society, were established to help broaden quality improvement and professionalism competencies in medical education.
- Research efforts have increased, including:
  - The addition of two technical writers for grant support
  - UTCOMC partnering with Emory University for the multi-year National Children's Study
  - UTCOMC partnering with the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga Systems Engineering to study analysis and improvement of operating room processes
  - The Nanotechnology Project (federal grant submitted from Orthopaedic Surgery)
  - The Center for Independent Living Research in Chattanooga (CILVR-C), assessing and researching community needs
  - UTCOMC successfully recruited Alan Kohrt, MD, FAAP, as the chair of the Department of Pediatrics.
  - Collaboration continues as the college works with Erlanger Health System to establish a Faculty Practice Plan, to build a primary care network to facilitate the UTCOMC's clinical, educational, research and community service missions.
  - The UTCOMC Chattanooga received accreditation for a Hospice and Palliative Medicine Fellowship program, one of the first in the nation.
- UTCOMC sponsors 13 accredited residency and fellowship programs. In addition, the college sponsors a non-accredited fellowship in Orthopaedic Trauma Surgery. The 2008-2009 programs have trained 153 residents and fellows during the year and provided clinical rotations for approximately 100 third- and fourth-year medical students.
Not pictured: Ben Baker, Samantha Cardone, Aaron Cutsbous, Ashley Davis, Sean Donovan, Faisal Faseehuddin, Ernie Gray, Lauren Harris, Malinda Barkhart Harris, Justin Haque, William Mays, Andrew Nickels, Ari Oishi, Susan Ore, Rodney Panliss, Lane Rankin, George Sinclair, Kody Taylor, Justin Walker, Rob Whittaker, Aaron Wolfe, Josh Worthington, Laura Bond Youngblood
Class of 2009
Alpha Omega Alpha is the only national honor society in the world. Its reason for being can be expressed in a phrase: to recognize and perpetuate excellence in the medical profession. As stated in the society's constitution, "Alpha Omega Alpha is organized for educational purposes exclusively and not for profit, and its aims shall be the promotion of scholarship and research in medical schools, the encouragement of a high standard of character and conduct among medical students and graduates, and the recognition of high attainment in medical science, practice, and related fields." AΩA elects outstanding medical students, graduates, alumni, faculty, and honorary members to its ranks. The society's key is designed after the Manubrium Sterni. The letters AΩA, engraved on the key, represent not only the name of the honor society, but the essential words in its motto:

Αξίωσε ωφελείν τοῖς ὀλγοῦντας
"To be worthy to serve the suffering"

Class of 2009 AΩA Inductees

Morgan Anderson  Harry Hixson  Mineesh Patel
Aditya Bagrodia  Carrie Holloway  Bryan Sabbe
Corey Bolac  David Holt  Patrick Selph
Joshua Byrd  Emily Jones  Anju Singhal
Evan Dunn  Ashley Laing  Justin Walker
Amber Evans  Kevin Luttrell  Katherine Wells
Anne Gill  Monica Lynch  Jonathan Whaley
Dale Hansen  Carley O'Shea  Emily Wolfe
College of Medicine

Class of 2010

The class officers are (first row, from left) Chris Conner (honor council), Christy Nelson (professionalism), Gina Raymond (social chair), Jennifer Sautter (VP student affairs), Curtis Gaylord (MSEC), Brooke Warren (MSEC), Jennifer Berger (MSEC), Danielle Barnard (BSS); (second row, from left) Collins Rainey (VP student affairs), Jonathan Berger (AIMS), Lesley Starkey (honor council), Joanna Blaskay (VP academic affairs); (third row, from left) Zach Cooper (AIMS), Tom Stickel (honor council), Kaseem Saleem (intramurals), Barry Pelz (honor council), Benton Pitsaben.

Not pictured: Brian Bogdanowicz (president), Alice Aloua (treasurer), Float Temiyakarn (tech director), Kate Frederick (webmaster), Arjun Dsouza (professionalism).

Bernard Abiamed
Jacob Acton
Be Allen
Alice Aloua
Albina Amin
Robin Atkinson
Leslie Ayala
Sarah Badzien
Michael Badzien
Danielle Barnard
Anna Barron
Graham Beattie
Michael Bolden
Trevor Bell
Jennifer Berger
Jonathan Berger
Joanne Blanken
Brian Bogdanowicz
Brad Boldizar
Houston Bonner
Jonathan Boone

Jason Boston
Jared Bradley
Stephanie Bradshaw
Emily Boston
Kelsey Burr
Douglas Campbell
Antonio Carpo
Scott Castle
Anna Chandler
Adrienne Childers
Chris Conner
Leah Comers
Zachary Corr
Tina Dexta-Umphai

Sasha Crushworth
Darron Delton
Argun Drighangi
Daniel Doty
Alex Dwuma
Andrew Elliott
Bryan England

Ann Ezell
Lynn Ferguson
Kate Frederick
Josh French
Sépa Gadiparthi
Melonie Garcia-Rosell
Denise Gardner

Curtis Gaylord
Rachel Goede
David Graham
Stephen Greene
Mary Gupta
Tina Gupta
Austin Hanon

Alan Hawley
Dana Hensley
Jessica Hicks
Kelly Hines
Melissa Hines
Nate Hickle
Krista Hoxon
Class of 2010

Heather Holmes
Ben Huff
Nicholas Hyamith
Sarah Jenkins
Charity Johnson
Jedhanna Johnson
Mary Katherine Johnson
Quinetta Johnson
Riki Jones
Emily Joyce
Shane Kelley
Georgia Lee Kitcham
Neal Kraus
George Kurn-Ng
Scott Landis
Cherise Larry
David Lazarus
Karen Lehman
Matthew Lesno
Dwight Lee
Devin Livana
Brandon Leskey
Jessica Lendin
Adam Malbe
Austin Macken
Erik MARYNOW
Kirk Matthews
Amy Macelis
Bryan May
T.J. McKinney
David McNeely
Eric Meek
Annie Naik
Danyah Naik
Eucatte Nase
Christy Nelson
Larry O'Malley
Kai O'Neal
Brian Cog
James Passwell
Bryan Payne
Bryan Payne

Barry Felt
Gavin Pankston
Benton Pikarain
Owen Robinson
Collins Rainey
Gina Raymond
Doreali Rees
Ian Reineymeyer
Ethan Reynolds
Lauren Richie
Peter Riedell
Ashley Robertson
Holly Robertson
Priscilla Rogers
Ronald Ross
Justin Ryel
Vikram Same
Kashif Saliem
Juliette Sandifer
Steve Schuberg
Ninsh Shah
Sean Skudder
Ben Smith
Jay Smith
Che Stella
Marshall Spears
Andi Saltmicha
John Stander
Lesley Starnes
Matt Stasen
Byron Stephens
Tom Stickle
Jennifer Steno
Nilek Tempy
Andrew Trent
Rebecca Tuchez
Lesley Wallace
Brooke Warren
Estella Watson
Shawn Wheeler
Michael Wilkerson
Gerzynn Williams
Jason Williams
Esther Wilson
Allyson Witters
Andrew Woodridge
April Wright
Craig Wright
Natalie Young
Jon Zuber
Katie Zinger
Finally out of the GEB... and into the hospitals...
...having a blast as more than just student doctors!!
College of Medicine
Class of 2011

The class officers are (first row, from left) Intramural Coordinator Tommy Christianson, MSEC Representative Sarah Milan, Professionalism Cmte. Kate Thurman, Class Secretary Sheetal Redania, PCC Rep Tim Wall, PCC Rep Radha Gagor, VP of Student Affairs Ademola Salami-Okotile; (second row) MSEC Representative Travis Pagliara, VP of Notes Beth Nagle, Class President Patrick Davis, Honor Council Representative Maryanne Chumpia, Honor Council Representative Natasha Bashing, VP of Student Affairs Angela Earhart, Basic Science Representative Barton Williams, Class Treasurer Doug Wellons; (third row) Social Chair Lindsey Hartbell, Professionalism Cmte. Adam Milliana, VP of Academic Affairs Adam Wright, VP of Academic Affairs Jason Mendile, Sara Hammond, Tech Director / Podcasting Jeremy Kao, Professionalism Cmte. Jacqueline Major, Honor Council Representative Ben Oberman, Honor Council Representative Grant Gallimore; (Not pictured) Tech Director / Podcasting Jonathan Crowder, VP of New Student Affairs Heather Reid-Day, Social Chair Chris Shaw, Blackboard Webmaster Lee Bell, MSEC Representative Jonathan Sherrod, AMS Representative Derrick Green

Adeniyi Adegbigbe
Christopher Adams
Tamjed Ahmed
Adekemi Akinkunmi
Steven Allen
Danielle Anseman
William Arnett
Margaret Ann Ayas
Derek Bauer
Lee Bell, Jr.
Phillip Bell
Natalie Best
Christopher Birdhouse
Justin Blinn
Suzanne Brown
Gabriel Bransky-Holmes
Chris Bruno
Jocelyn A. Bryant
Paul Bryan
Jason Lee Buckner
Elizabeth Campbell-Arme

Jeffrey Caughston
Daniel Chatham
Michaey Chi
Kevin Chiu
Thomas Christiansson
Maryanne Chumpia
Rosa Clandem
Eric Cohn
Erika Collins
Brittany Cook
Caridice Cooley
Sethi Cooper
Nathan Copeland
Alex Cravanas
Jonathan Crowder
Melissa Crowder
Jessica Cummings
Katherine Dabbs
William Dabbs
Patrick Davis
Ross Davkins
Sheftal Dedania
Meghan Dougherty
Ryan Dougherty
Koh Dru
Scott Duncan
Angela Earhart
Raven Elsiesbo
Stacey Evans
Brian Emmons
Graham Foster
Britney Frissen
Brian Fuller
Radha Gagor
Grant Gallimore
Lindsey George
Tracey Gilron
Craig Gordon
Derrick Green
Kate Greene
Heidi Gribble
Sarah Hammond
Filling the time...

...in between assessments
With Fun, Friends, and... lots of catch-up sleep!
College of Medicine
Class of 2012

The class officers are (back row, L to R): Kenneth Lewoczko (professionalism), J.W. Catt (honor council), Adeleke Orí (president), Drew Wodowski (MSEC), Jeff Lowder (social chair), Sergio Klimkowski (blackboard), Jonathan Walker (MSEC), Jeff Smith (honor council), Stan Tolkachjov (professionalism), Jonathan Barry (honor council), Wesley Wilhite (treasurer); (front row, L to R): Yashwant Pal (professionalism), William Ergen (MSEC), Manolo Soto-Fournier (tech director), Lauren Whitley (secretary), Kabir Haricharan Singh (honor council), Monet Casey (VP of student affairs), Christopher Edge (VP of academic affairs), Ashley Oldham (VP of academic affairs), Laura Becca Daily (MSEC), Elizabeth Case (CIAO), Jessica Chen (VP of notes)

Not pictured: Johnathan Huidekoper (tech director), Allen Vantrease (VP of student affairs), Chris Bell (VP of notes), Samantha Fuqua (social chair), Matthew Blair (intramurals), Laura Borg (AIMS), Andy Patrick (AIMS)

Elizabeth Case
Monet Casey
Jerry Catt, Jr.
Alexander Caughran
Whitney Cesari
Annette Cheval
Matthew Chen
Jessica Chen
Parker Clement
Cat Collins
Andrew Collins
Danielle Coury
Kyle Cox
Sarah Cready
Aaron Creek
Laura Becca Daily
Derek De Grijse
Siddharth Desai
Rebecca Desso
Ryan Drexelwright
Christopher Edge
James Ellis
Emily English
William Ergen
Virginia Fashey
David Flett
Samantha Fuqua
Sukhia Gangi

Scout Gublenske
Kerrie Graves
Robert Griffin
Brin Grotto
William Groover
Syeda Hamadani
Kabir Haricharan Sing

Jessica Harris
Jared Hassler
Spencer Hauser
Kourtney Henderson
Chelsea Hidalgo
Rachel Hoeksema
Lindsey Holloman

Benjamin Holmes
Crystal Hoornhorst
John Huisken
Kimberly Irwin
Harrison Huron
Anatoliy Ivlev

John Jackson

Ashish Javer
Tushar Jha
Haigian Jiao
Andrew Jones
Nicholas Jones
Charles Kim
Shyane Kim
Learning important lessons...  ...outside the classroom

Our lovely bride to be...

Stress Management?!
Medical Student Executive Council

President
David Holt
Vice President
Brooke Warren

2008-2009 MSEC Representatives

Class of 2009
Zachariah Overby (Pr)
Monica Lynch
Manny Patel
Ryan Peterson
Priya Sahu

Class of 2010
Brian Bogdanowicz (Pr)
Jennifer Berger
Curtis Gaylord
Barry Pelz
Benton Pitkanen

Class of 2011
Patrick Davis (Pr)
Sarah Milam
Travis Pagliara
Jonathan Sherrod

Class of 2012
Adeleke Oni (Pr)
Laura Daily
William Ergen
Jonathan Walker
Drew Wodowski

Organizational Representatives
AMA- Bryan England
Jason Meredith
AMSA- Van Pham
CIAO- David Graham
Graham Foster
MS4C- Claire Watkins
SSS- Kefu Du

Student Organizations

Biomedical Sciences Subcommittee
- Patrick Selph
- Danielle Barnard
- Barton Williams
- Syeda Hamadani

Clinical Sciences Subcommittee
- Jaclyn Bergeron
- Nathan Wilds
- Anne Gill
- David McNeely

Committee on Undergraduate Medical Education

Organization of Student Representatives
- Carley O'Shea
- Donald Reese
- Radha Gajjar
- Tim Walls

PCC Liaison
- Radha Gajjar

DRSS Liaison
- Tim Walls
Student Organizations

Honor Council

American Medical Association

Student Organizations

Audience of One

CIAO

Professionalism Committee
Student Organizations

Family Medicine Student Association

SNMA

Phi Chi
Medical Fraternity
Alpha Beta Chapter

Class of 2009

So Angel
Mia Bagnuolo
David Baner
Jessica Bawman
Matt Biederman
Michelle Elesihowska
Cory Grey
Eliza Habricht
Elizabeth Hinds
David Holt
Holly Jay
Chris Jones
Laura Miller
Jasmine Patel
Vicki Patel
Noel Patel
Katie Pomakie
Bridging Randolph
Lane Reo
Taylor Taylor
Joe Weinich
Taylor Whiteley
Doreen White
Nathan Wilde
Matt Zak

Class of 2010

Josh Aragon
Roberts Arkinson
Leslie Austin
Ann Barron
Jennifer Berger
Joshua Berger
Lindsey Bollman
Jordon Boone
Jony Botton
Stephanie Bradshaw
Anna Chandler
Christopher Conner
Michelle Dancy
Toun Dimitro-Ohma
Davida Gardner
David Graham
Tan Herr
Jessica Hicks
Kelly Hilus
Naom Kitz
Dominik Koehn
Sid O'Conner
Bryan Payne
Columbia Bailey
Gina Benjamin
Lauren Riches

Vik Saini
Juliette Sandifer
Nimish Shah
Ardi Stallsmith
Matt Strawder
Tom Steele
Jennifer Szeto
Phoebe Temnyxakarm
Lesley Wallace
Geralyn Williams

Andy Wooldridge
Katie Zeigler

Class of 2011

Danielle Anderson
Jason Bracken
Daniel Chatham
Tommy Christianson
Brittany Cook
Seth Cooper
John Copeland

Patrick Davis
Raven Elesich
Brian Faller
Grant Galllowe
Linsey Hartnell
Deanna Hoekman
Brett Jaspert
Ben Johnston
Neha Kulkar
Lindsey Land

Jessica Lange
Jeyni Marlar
Jason Meredith
Sarah Milam
Sylvester Onyeshi
Travis Pagliara
Josh Putnam
Trey Pegram
Jennifer Poole
Jenise Reed
Aderonke San-Ama
Ali Renu Shari-Atkhar
Christopher Shaw
Ryan Smitherman
Kate Thormann
Michael Ull
Brian Wakefield
Jeremy Walker
Timothy Wells
Doug Welkons
John Williams
Adam Wright

Class of 2012

Scott Barb
Matthew Blair
Kathryn Bonnara
Andrew Collins
Laura Daily
Shiddhath Desai
Syeda Hussainari
Jole Huidenkeeper
Andrew Jones
Sergio Klimowski
Eric McCarty
Phillip Michaels
Stacey Morgan
Griffin Morrison
Rebecca Obersby
Mehul Patel
Dustin Patil
Hannah Reed
Alok Saini
Umair Saloom
Sarah Salyer
Stephanie Scott
Charles Shalman
Jeffrey Smith
Stanislav Tchoubtchev

Allen Vanasse
Jonathan Walker
Drew Wadowski
Matthew Yazi
Courtney Zola

Medicine
College of Medicine
Dewayne Accardo, DNP, CRNA, Assistant Professor and Associate Director of Nurse Anesthesia Option
Cindy Adyman, MSN, RN, Clinical Instructor, BSN Program
Bobby Belflower, DNSC, NNP, Assistant Professor, Option Coordinator of the Neonatal Nurse Practitioner (NNP) Program
Hallie Bensing, MSN, FNP, RN, Instructor
Teresa Britt, MSN, RN, Director of Learning Laboratories and Assessment
Jacqueline Rosenjack Burchum, D.N.Sc., APN-BC, Assistant Professor
Michael A. Carter, DNSC, FNP, APN-BC, FAAN, University Distinguished Professor
Ann K. Cashen, PhD, RN, Associate Professor/Director, Health Evaluation and Lifestyle Promotion Center, Chair, Acute and Chronic Care Department
Lanny L. Coker, DNSC, CRNA, Assistant Professor
Patricia A. Cowan, PhD, RN, Associate Professor
Patricia D. Cunningham, DNSC, FNP, APN-BC, Psychiatric Option Coordinator and Assistant Professor
Veronica F. Engle, PhD, RN, GNP, FAAN, Professor
Alise Farrell, MSN, RN, Clinical Instructor, BSN, Program
Belinda Fleming, MSN, APN-BC, Assistant Professor, Acute and Chronic Care Department
Kathy Gaffney, MSN, APN, CNS, Child and Adolescent Psychiatric Nurse Practitioner Faculty, DNP Psychiatric Option
J. Carolyn Grafi, PhD, RN, FAAN, Assistant Professor and PhD Program Director
Cynthia Griffiths RN, MSN, CCRC, Instructor, PEP program, Acute and Chronic Care Department
Margaret T. Hartig, PhD, FNP, APN-BC, Professor, and FNP Option Coordinator, Chair, Primary Care and Public Health Department
Margaret "Carrie" Harvey, PhD, RN, Executive Associate Dean and Professor
Susan R. Jacobs, PhD, RN, Executive Associate Dean and Professor

Donna K. Hathaway
PhD, FAAN, Dean and Professor
College of Nursing

Irina L. Jordan, MSN, FNP, APN-BC, Instructor
Lyne G. Kirkland, DNSC, APN-BC, Assistant Professor
Wendy Likes, DNSC, APN-BC, Assistant Professor
Carol Lockhart, PhD, RN, FAAN, Professor
Sonata N. Madubuona, MSN, BS, RN, Clinical Instructor
Kathleen McCoy, DNSC, APN-BC, CS, FNP, FPMHNP, Assistant Professor
Leslie McKeon, PhD, RN, CNAA-BC, Assistant Professor
Shelia D. Melander, DNSc, ACNP, APN-BC, FCM, Professor
Tommie L. Norris, DNS, RN, Director of BSN (Professional Entry) Program
Karen Kooser Otten, RN, FNP, PhD, PSSNP, Professor
FNP Option Coordinator
Jill S. Deity Osweaks, DNSc, CRNA, Assistant Professor and Director of Nurse Anesthesia Option
Julie Overby, MSN, RN, Clinical Instructor
Susan B. Patton, DNSc, APN-BC, Associate Professor
Edward Lee Phelps, CRNA, MSN, Instructor for Nurse Anesthesia Option, Acute and Chronic Care Department
Cynthia K. Russell, PhD, ANP, Professor
Zoila V. Sanchez, PhD, RN, Assistant Professor
Patricia M. Speck, DNSc, APN-BC, FAAN, DM/AIN, SANE- A/P, Assistant Professor and Public Health Option Coordinator
Cheryl C. Stieghauer, PhD, FNP, APN-BC, Associate Dean of Academic Programs
Virginia "Jill" Swartz, MSN, FNP, APN-BC, Instructor, PEP Program, Acute and Chronic Care Department
Carol Thompson, PhD, CCRN, ACNP, FNP, FCM, Professor of Acute Care Option Coordinator
Loree Thompson, MSN, CCNA, Instructor for Nurse Anesthesia Option, Acute and Chronic Care Department
Peggy Ingram Veezer, EdD, FNP, APN-BC, Professor and Director, University Health Services
Sherry Webb, DNSc, RN, CNAA-BC, Assistant Professor

Susan Option Coordinator, Chair, Dean and Professor
Margaret Professor
J. Carolyn Graff, Department
Margaret T. Hartig, Cynthia Griffiths RN, MSN, APN-BC, Professor, and FNP Option Coordinator, Chair, Primary Care and Public Health Department
Margaret "Carrie" Harvey, PhD, RN, Executive Associate Dean and Professor
Susan R. Jacobs, PhD, RN, Executive Associate Dean and Professor

Leslie Ware
Vice President

Heather Cumming
President

Anissa Evans
Secretary/Treasurer

Lance Tabb
Honor Council President

Stacy Hines-Dowell
Nursing Student Assistance Program Chairperson

Option Representatives

Tess Ginski
BSN

Abigail Parish
DNP

Michael Wentzel
MSN
BSN — Class of 2009

Christopher Adcock
Astara Earheart
Sarah Baymiller
Atiya Berryhill
Matthew Bishop

Connie Blabey
Cali Belka
Nathan Border
Morgan Brusson
Kendra Butler

Britni Carrilcar
Carrie Cole
Mary Grace Collado
Emily Cox
Sydney Cronin

Heather Cumming
Lisa Davenport
Sage Dunham
Jennifer Ermo
Anissa Evans

Alexis Felix
Jennifer Feuribacher
Michael Fisher
Merry Fontenot
Sarah Frank

Teresa Gilecki
Elizabeth Goldstein
Mary Green
Katie Hampton
Louis Huffric

Baila Haney
LaTonya Hardy
Sheilitta Harris
Ebony Hazel
Cilora Hicks

164 Nursing

Nursing 165
BSN — Class of 2009

Danielle Howard
Leahanda Ivy
Fatima Jaber
Mary Johnson
Christy Kerrias

Katherine King
Kathryn Lammel
Jeri Lawson-Pendel
Kate Lenox
Steven Link

Sarah Lipsey
Mary Macniris
Amy McKenzi
Marialou Mohamed
Kathryn Merriett

Donald Nelson
Johal Newton
Heather Perry
Rebel Reavis
Deborah Richardson

Felisha Robinson
Jetal Shukla
Ashley Stagg
Amethyst Steffensen
Jennifer Weaver

Mary Wilson
Carey Wright
Catherine Young

DNP — Class of 2009

JoAnn Alhagden
Helen Brooks
Debra Broussard
Michael Carter

Ricketta Clark
Cynthia Coffelt
Richard Diaz
Dana Ennis

Sandra Fulsbank
Kimberly Ferguson
Linda Fontenot
Susan Fuller

Karen Fulwood
Cindy Gaver
Rebecca Gombkoto
Cindy Goshorn

Bradley Harrell
Zenobia Harris
Wonde Heckert
Elizabeth Ivey

Marybella Jackson
Lora Jenkins-Loondier
Laurn Jones
Debbie Koch

Not pictured:
Lauren Bryant
Mary Cariker
Michelle Hazelwood
Blake Jeffries
Linda Kilmer

Melissa O'Neal
Terrica Ragland
Mona Roberson
Ashley Sanford
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Nursing 167
College of Pharmacy

Department of Clinical Pharmacy - Administration

Dr. Richard A. Holmes
Department Chair

Dr. Rex O. Brown
Executive Vice Chair for Academic Programs

Dr. Stephen Foster
Vice Chair for Community Programs

Dr. Bradley A. Boucher
Vice Chair for Institutional Programs

L. Brian Cross
Director of Kingsport Clinical Education Center

Katie J. Sedi
Director of Drug Information Center

Support Staff

Nathan Holmes
Vanessa Herring
Marjo Jackie
LaVerne Jones
Jennifer Seward-Ottewill
Barbara Willingham

Knoxville Faculty

Dr. Anita Ainge
Dr. Heather M. Dropp
Dr. Andrea R. Franklin
Dr. Benjamin N. Gross
Dr. Alexander B. Giangola
Dr. Joseph D. Proley

Dr. William H. Ray
Dr. Eugene B. Smith, Jr.
Dr. J. Aubrey Wedgill
Dr. Michele M. Zongora

Knoxville Support Staff

Rida Faeer
Shondra Green
Melissa Smith
Stephanie Whetstone
Dan Young
College of Pharmacy

Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences Administration

Duane D. Miller, PhD
Chair

Isaac O. Dowdor, PhD
Vice Chair

Laura A. Thoma, PharmD
Director of Parenteral Medications Laboratories

Atul J. Shalgi, PhD
Director of Pharmaceutical Research, Development and Training Laboratories

Pharmaceutical Sciences Faculty

Pharmaceutical Sciences Support Staff

Pharmaceutical Sciences Faculty (cont.)

Ram Mahans, PhD
Charles May, MS
Bob Moore, PhD

Bob J. Neely, MS
Max D. Ray, PhD
Anthony B. Straughn, PharmD

Shelley White Means, PhD
George C. Wood, PhD
C. Ryan Yantis, PharmD, PhD

Pharmacy 178

Pharmacy 179
College of Pharmacy
Class of 2009

Convo Calhoun
Class of 2009 President

Amanda Depp
Vice-President

Miranda Low
Vice-President

Tracy McDaniel
Treasurer

Rebecca Lowen
Secretary

Amber Tackett
Social Chair-Memphis

Jennifer West
Social Chair-Nashville

Sarah Fulmer
Social Chair-Knoxville

Caroline Frazier
Class Counselor

Jocelyn Johnson
Webmaster

Reesa Cockro

Koedt Cherry

Rebecca Chaffin

Andy Christensen

Sammy Clark

Chandrika Arbat

Adenike Adeyewa

Julie Alford

Jason Allen

Jonathan Allred

Jennie Andrews

Chipta Amerin

Anthony Apa

Ben Ambrose

William Arrington

Gina Avery

David Boll

Amy Barlow

Rachel Babott

James Baker

Ethan Boyle

Elizabeth Beach

Carrie Billings

Crystal Blade

Patrick Blankenship

Meghan Brock

Robert Brown

Lois Browner

Angela Buckman

Jessica Burke

Rebecca Clark
PHARMACY
P2 Memphis Class Officers
(Front, from left) Courtney McDowell-Secretary, Rufus Nikko-Vice President, Melissa Whitley-President, Stephanie Bryant-Treasurer, Matt Chafer-Social Chair. (Back, from left) Andrew Subet-Webmaster, Jenna Faircloth-Counselor, Whitney Lane-Social Chair, Rebecca Sager-PSGA, Gillian Bell-PSGA.
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Pharmacy 197
Knoxville Representatives
(Front, from left) Jonathan Jones, Josh Fleming, Adam Snover, Phillip Lee. (Back, from left) Stephanie Valley, Danielle Ryan, Jessica Lee, Misty Gray Wannett.

Memphis Representatives
(Front, from left) Tiffany Hilder, Rebecca Whiteley, Brian Marlow, James Wheeler. (Middle, from left) Megan Weaver, Julia Underwood, Carmen Smith, Julia Bell, Jenna Faircloth. (Back, from left) Tyler Madere, Julie Smith, Shuai Kepp, Rebecca Ragin.

Knoxville Members
(Front, from left) Christopher Lawson-P2, Ashley Cardwell-P2, Joel Morrison-P2, Joseph Pande-P2.

Memphis Members
(Front, from left) Mccain Carroll-P2, Becky Young-P1, Mandi Ingers-P3, Wesley German-P2, Lacie Stockhill-P1, Julia Underwood, P3, Rebecca Regan-P2.

Rho Chi

Memphis Members
(Front, from left) Nathan Falcone, Kathleen Gallard, Shannon Beckman, Sarah Camparno, Susan Pullove, Rose Wetzler, Randy Colley

Knoxville Members


President: Jennifer Smith, Seth Keller, Alan Knauff-Knoxville Representative, Kimberly Lindsey-Secretary, Drew Huddleston-Historian, Amanda Inger, Seth Keller, Alan Knauff-Knoxville Representative, Kimberly Lindsey-Secretary, Drew Huddleston-Historian, Amanda Inger, Seth Keller, Alan Knauff-Knoxville Representative, Kimberly Lindsey-Secretary, Drew Huddleston-Historian, Amanda Inger, Seth Keller, Alan Knauff-Knoxville Representative, Kimberly Lindsey-Secretary.

Phi Lambda Sigma

Memphis Members
(Front, from left) Kacie Smith, Todd Oldham, Blair Miller, Sara Blake, (Back, from left) Brian Marlow, Morgan Weaver, Lara Huddleston, Julia Underwood, Leslie Shepard, Todd Bradford.

Knoxville Members
(Front, from left) Ashley Cardwell-P2, Joel Morrison-P2, Joseph Pande-P2.

Memphis Members
(Front, from left) Mccain Carroll-P2, Becky Young-P1, Mandi Ingers-P3, Wesley German-P2, Lacie Stockhill-P1, Julia Underwood, P3, Rebecca Regan-P2.

Knoxville Members
(Front, from left) Nathan Falcone, Kathleen Gallard, Shannon Beckman, Sarah Camparno, Susan Pullove, Rose Wetzler, Randy Colley.
Academy of Student Pharmacists
Student National Pharmaceutical Association

College of Social Work

Faculty and Staff

- Mr. Scott Burcham
- Dr. Minnomin Cetingok
- Dr. David Dio
- Dr. Thurman A. Evans
- Dr. Marcia Egan
- Dr. Susan Neely-Barrett
- Dr. Catherine Simmons
- Ms. Gertha Alexander
- Ms. Tammi Redmond
- Ms. Annie Smith

Student Government Association

- Stephanie Conte (First Year Representative)
- Jessica Credeur (President)
- Melissa Duckworth (Vice President)
- Crystal Watson (Minority Representative)
- Debbie Coy (EBIP Representative)
- Katie Webb (Faculty Representative)
- Jana Bullin (NASW Representative)
- Quincy Stephenson (Extended Study Representative)
- Regenia Blaine (EBPAS Representative)
- Dr. Minnomin Cetingok (Advisor)
Social Work

April Armstrong
Jana Ballin
Regina Blaine
Samide Brixa

Pamela Brown
Debbie Carr
Jessica Deltour
Sonja Cunningham

Tamika Dale
Terrica Darlow
Lashonya Davis
Melissa Duckworth

Teresa Franklin
Jessica Frey
Mindi Cangelosi
Melinda Garrett

Tamika Holmes
Ruthie James
Destinie Jones
Shawanni Jones

Erin Kog
Brian Kennedy
Amy Kenney
Lauren Lepik

Sharon McCoy
Tamika Porter
Mary Ragan
Trinette Ravanel

Amber Renova
Kimberly Teckett
Crystal Watson
Katie Webb

Disney Wright
Shakibra Young

Not pictured: Lynn Berniaer, Carolyn Ciocca, LaToya Couch, Courtney Danney, Melissa Dickworth, Jessica Frey, Narcia Fubrell, Charmenius Gage, Natasha Griffin, Candace Murphy, Ades, Megan Halgen, Christin Jones, Ashley Kimbro, Lorna MacDonald, Lauren McCann, Krathondria McCullum, Lisa Moore, Stephany Owens, Adrian Perry, Amanda Rasberry, Amber Thornton, Paul Ussner, Halsey Vaughan, Margaret Wallace, Natasha Woods, Ashley Wright, Pamela Wright, and Tara Wyatt.
Phi Alpha

Fall 2008

Spring 2009

President: Mallisa Duckworth
V. President: Crystal Watson
Secretary/Treasurer: Teresa Franklin
Dr. Catherine Simmons
Advisor

Spring 2008

Epsilon Iota Chapter

"Love of Man" "Service to Humanity"

President: Stephanie Comte
V. President: Fanta Gibson
Secretary/Treasurer: Meghan Fitzgerald

Royal Blue & Gold

1962
Extended Study Students

Second Year
Kenya Anderson
Jimmie Baylor
Dana Beazley
Magen Chittuche
Tammy Dent-Davis
Toshia Dixon
Lakishia Gistwood
Melissa Lester
Montoya McGowan
Karon Neal
LaTiffany Perry
LaToya Petersen
Stephan Riemann
Jennifer Shilton
Keytonia Shepard
Sharon Smith
Quincy Stephenson
Grace Sullivan
Emma Taylor
Debra Thompson
Kathia Watson
Tanayn Young
Not Pictured:
Tawana Ballard
Jennifer Hodge

First Year
Lequita Campbell
Coralotta Cromer
Keshia Davis
Lisa Davis
Michelle Fishe
Lecindrea Fowler
Olga Franklin
Brooke Gladney
Demetris Coffin
Greggery Jackson
April Jonas
Kerisa Macklin
Cherry Mahone
Jan McConnell
Angela McCrady
Regina Paige
Baron Rathedge
Kimberly Sturdivant
Erica Tyler
Nicola Tyus
Lekeisha Webber
Natasha Woodard
Amanda Yarbrough

Full-Time Students
Julie Amann
Jared Baker
Joyelyn Benton
Casey Bellah
Boyce Brady
Stephanie Comte
Eledia Dillard
Meghan Fitzgerald
Festa Gibson
Cadence Hadley
Cassy Hale
Alison Ingle
Matthew Jennings
Lindsay Johnson
Kecia Lynch
Tonja Marion
Maya Neiman
Collineter Phillips
Karen Reddilt
Nancy Riley
Adrienne Rogers
Valerie Shaw
Jenice Snowberger
Rachel Wmiler
Aisha Williams
Lakisha Young

Social Work
A Year to Remember...